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The advent of another Federal election for some unknown reason always allows a
breather in business for a few short weeks. For us this allows the opportunity to
squeeze in some much needed plant improvements and a chance for a small update
on recent products we have manufactured and that are now available. More details
on our website at www.elettra.com.au

HORIZON

2016 the year of the Monkey. The year
has started with a real bang here at
Elettra as we work hard to get a host of
your orders out. However, that has not
deterred Linda from coming up with a
very chic work place light fitting. The
very elegant Horizon slim line brass
design lends itself to a host of work
spaces from crowning the company’s
board room table, enhancing a kitchen’s
ambience to lighting up a professional
reception area. Fitted with warm white
LED’s the Horizon can be made to
various lengths and in various finishes
depending on client’s requirements. So
rather then the 2016 Monkey swinging
from the chandeliers - lets give 2016
some real swinging class and enhance
your work space with Horizon!

The unit above is 1200mm long
manufactured from steel and powder
coated white. Top quality Stark LED strip
is fitted to the unit giving both high lumen
output and the ability to dim using either
Dali or 1-10V dimming systems. Technical
details of the LED strip are available from
our website.
The unit below is manufactured from 1.2
gauge brass and is 900mm long. Width
and height of the reflector are 100mm
and 90mm respectively.

CENTRIK

The Centrik can be either a single circle
with a globe droplet or for a totally
different take three concentric layered
circles that can be composed into either
a single flat centric composition or
alternatively into a globed ring effect
surrounding the featured globe. Either
way the Centrik’s versatility can be used
to create totally different effects
dependant on the scope and vibe of its
surroundings. The Centrik’s “rings” can
be made in a range of mediums – copper,
brass, aluminium and can be finished /
powder coated to suit client
specifications.

Elettra manufactures and finishes products on site and maintains a large range of components and manufacturing processes aligning
the business to bespoke manufacture and design. We reserve the right to change or modify designs without notice.

